
Roughness and Roadway Safety

JOHN C. BURNS

Roughness can play a significant role in roadway accidents and should be con'

sidered when evaluating pavement safety as well as when planning and design-

ing safety improvements. Roadway roughness can cause problems w¡th steer"

ing, braking, maneuvering, and response that can lead to loss of vehicle control
and can result ¡n an accident. ln addit¡on, rough Pavements can somet¡mes

dlake or bounce a vehicle so severely that ¡t will lose part or all of the load il ¡s

carrying, wh¡ch then leads to lost-load accidents. Th¡s Þaper discusses the mag'

n¡tude ol the various problems associated w¡th veh¡cle performance on rough
roads and the types of accidents and safety problems that result. The various
individual parameters that cause roughness are examined and their overall ef'
fect on safety are priorit¡zed. Examples of corrective act¡ons and the¡r bene-

fits are discussed. ln the future additional cons¡derat¡on should be given to
this problem and to using safety funds to make rehabilitat¡ons that decrease

roughness and improve the ¡¡de quality and safety of a highway.

For many years the driving public has been keenly
awar.e of the effects of pavement roughness. The
driver usually can gage the relative comfort and
safety of the road. comfort factors, however, are
more easily identified by engineers and the drivíng
publíc than are safety factors. Most people recog-
nize the potential for hazardous vehíc1e-driver-
pavement reactions on unusually rough roads, but
quantification of the problern and al-l its variables
has not been accomplished and it ís difficult to
pinpoint why this hazardous condition exists.

For example, Why is the snooth road safer than
the rough road and to what degree? fn some cases'
the level of comfort doès not have to be at a very
1ow level to cause safety problens. ft may never be
possible to quantify all variables that affect this
relation, but it is inportant that the highway
official be ar,rare of the underì-ying key factors and
relations that exist in order to deal effectively
with these problems. In order to do this' the
individuaf variables that affect the safety of a

vehicle driving on the surface of a roadway need to
be identified. Numerous variables can be consid-
ered; however, this paper wil-l deal wir-h those
related primarily to the smoothness or roughness of
the roadway surface.

KEY FACTORS

The condition of a roadway can range from excellent
to very poor' depending on the various distress
manifestations of the surface. The roughness of a

roadway will vary with time and usually follows a

trend of decreasing performance with age. Roughness
can be caused by many variables' all of which lead
to surface irregularities. These irregularities can
be crêated during the original construction or can
occur afterward because of cracking, wear, subsi-
dence, or surface degradation. The increase in
roughness with time witl vary for each roadway
depenaling on its structural qualities, exposure to
traffic, and environrnent. when a roadway becornes

extremely distressed and vehicles can no longer
travel at reasonable speeds because of extreme
roughness, it becomes obvious that a safety problem
will occur. Unfortunately, there is a gray zone
r¡here roughness levels may be in a fair-to-poor
range but ¡nay still- present a safety proble¡n to the
user.

Ivey and Griffin (l) wrote a report several years
ago that analyzed and ordered varíous roadway at-
tríbutes by level of significance in relation to
accidenÈs. This work was based in part on North
carolinars analysis of 15 968 accidents that oc-
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curred in the state in f974 and also by use of the
Detphi technique of using a panel of highway and
highway safety engineers to evaluate various char-
acteristics. The list below shows the results of
this invesÈigation and Iists the importance of
various road conditions in relation to safety.

I. Pavement edge-shoulder drop-off,
2. Curbs and raised medians,
3. Hydrodynamic drag (standj.ng water) 

'4. Poor shoulder ¡naintenance (includes soft
shoulders),

5. Washboard surfaces,
6. Corrugations due to weak subgrade,
7. Blow-ups of continuously reinforced concrete

pavements,
8. Corrugations due to braking at intersections,
9. Expansive clay and shale waves,

10. Frost heave boí1s¡
11. Grade crossings at railroads'
I2. SuperelevaLion--too rnuch or too l-ittle,
13. Drainage dips on low volume roads,
I4. Intersections that cross drainage channels

al-ong intersection roads'
15. Patches or absence of Patches,
16. Rutting,
17. Joint faulting,
18. Pothol-es,
19. Depressions or elevations at drainage struc-

tures, and
20. Bridge approach slabs.

Note that the washboard and corrugated surfaces were
the first two items in the list that actually dealt
with the pavement riding surface. rn addition,
these two iterns were numbers 5 and 6 on the list as
conpared with potholes, which were nunber I8. Thus,
washboard or wavey surfaces may have a potentially
greater inpact on safety than do potholed or patched
surfaces. This may be due ín part to the possible
localized probtens of Potholes and their usual rapid
repair by naintenance crewsr as compared to the
washboard surface that may be of a lower maintenance
priority. In any case, all of the iterns listed are
of concern and should be considered in any pavement
safety evaluation.

The following general groups and their effects
are presented in order to help analyze the relations
thaÈ exist.

Major Distress

Major clistress, such as large and nu¡nerous potholes
or depressions in the pavement, can present a safety
problem by physically causing a tire to blow, be

totally deforned, or cause large differential forces
to be applíed to the vehicle that the driver may not
be able to correct.

Loss of Tire-Pavement Friction

This probtem can be a major contributor to accidents
and is not as easily identified as the problems
associated with vehicte damage. The problern with
loss of friction or pavenent traction is twofold.
The first part deals with side force, or cornering
frictional cornponents that affect steering. The
second part deals with braking or stopping power.
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Figure 1, Tire slip angle.
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WHEEL PLANE + SLIP ANGLE A

The roughness of a pavement influences the steering
capabilities of a vehicle by changing the normal-
forces that act at the tire-pavemênt interface and
by affecting the lateral forces needed to control_ a
vehicl-e. Some of the many factors that hrill affect
steering are vehicle characteristics, cornering,
stiffness of tires, vehicle loadÍng, and surface
friction. The roughness attributes we wilt discuss
are those that deal- with the roadway surface alone.

A driver guides the vehicle down the road by a
series of understeer and oversteer inputs. This
allows the driver to maintaín the vehicle in the
desired position on the roadway and to nake the
necessary turnsr lane changes, and other maneuvers
necessary to traverse the roadway safely. fn order

9

to make these steering corrections, lateral forces
rnust be generated between the tire and pavement.
These are forces that act parallel to the road and
at right angles to the axis of the wheel plane. As
a resul-t of this side force, the dj.rection of mötion
is at an angle to the plane, which is called the
slip angle. The magnitude of the force that acts at
the tire-road interface is dependent on the normal
force exerted by the tire and thê slip angle. Thís
is usually nöt a linear relation, and Èhus changes
in J-oading can have different effects on the steer-
ing input necessary for a particular maneuver.
Figure 1 shows a typical tire and the side forces
acting on it. Figure 2 shows the typical relation
among slip angl-e, normal force, and lateral forces.
This example is for a reasonable level of friction,
and the effect of a very slíppery pavement would be
to greatly reduce the values of the lateral force
generated. However, in thís paper the effect of
actual pavement slipperiness is not shown. Figure 2
shor,rs that the relation is nonlinear. For a normal
force of 1000 lb and a slip angle of 60r the lateral
force generated is 760 1b.

If the nornal force is increased by 300 tb,
however, the latêral force r+iII only be increased by
160 tb. This is extre¡nely inportant to note in
evaluatÍng the safety aspects of roughness because
if pavement roughness causes the normal force to
fluctuate as the tire rises and fa1ls, the resul_ting
average of the lateral force for an average of say
1000 Ib normal force will noÈ be 760 lb, but wiJ-I be
less. On relatively smooth pavements, the variatíon
in normal force is very small; hoe¡ever, on rough
pavements, these variations can be very large and
reduce significantly the lateral force available to
control the vehicle. In situations where high
lateral forces are necessary or where a vehicle
requires a particular lateral friction level_ to make
a manêuver, this loss of force could lead to loss of
control of the vehicl-e.

A lot of research has been done in this area.
Quinn and Hildebrand (2,) reported on the various
factors that affect lateral force, and Figure 3 is
an example of their findings. lt shows the side
slip and steer angJ-e necessary to make a 90o turn on
smooth and rough pavements. It cân be seen that
this ¡naneuver is possible on the smooth surface
wíthout excessive values or loss of control. On the
rough surface, however, this is not true, and there
is considerable variation and nore steering re-
quired. For the rough road, the steer angle and
side slip angle curves are terminated at a point
where there exists no steer angle that will produce
the required forces to hold the vehicle on the
desired path. For this study, at that point the
vehicle was out of control.

this problem ís nagnified during turning opera-
tions because, as the driver compensates for this
Ioss of lateral force, he or she inputs a greater
steer angIe. IJnfortunately, in many circumstances
the road is not uniformJ.y rough. As the driver
progresses down the highway and hits a snoother
section of pavenent, he or she will_ be oversteering
and so must correct back again. If this happens too
frequently, the driver cannot respond rapidJ-y enough
and will lose control of the vehicle.

Effects on vehicle Braking

In addition to the reduction of lateral force on a
cornering tire, roughness can also cause significant
Ioss of braking force or slip resistance on a vehi-
cl"e. wambold and others (]) conducted research in
this area several years ago to determine the effects
of roughness on braking force. They studied a range
of five roughness amplitudes from 0.041 to 0.707 in,
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Figure 2. Tire force character¡stics,
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Figure 3. 90o tu¡n on rough road at 30 mph.

a range of roughness frequencies from 0 to 14 Hz,
and three speeds that ranged from 0.18 to 0.46 mph.
They found that, as roughness ând arnplitude in-
creased, the coefficient of friction generated
betr,reen the tire and pavement in a braking mode
decreased. At a small amplitude that produced
barely observable gross movenents of the tire tread,
roughness increased to 14 Hz and caused a 30 percent
loss of friction value. When thêy used low fre-
quency values around 3 Ez and increased roughness
amplitude to 0.707 in, they found it caused a fric-
tion l-oss of 60-80 percent, depending on the ampli-
tude.

This re¿luction in friction is caused by a reduc-
tion of ãctua1 sliding speed of the tread elenents
caused by tread windup and also by an overall loh'er-
íng of the adhesion and hysteresis conponents of
friction. Figure 4 shows an example of the results
they developed. Although the stiding speeds tested
in the laboratory were low, they depict the relation
of how tire-pavement friction is related to rough-
ness without the effects of vehicle suspension
i nter fer ing .

Under highway braking conditions, the normal
force on a tire will change on a rough or undulating
roadway. If the roughness is great enough, the tire
nay lose partial or complete contact. In such
cases, t.he sliding friction component. can be rèduced
almost to zero. When the tire makes full contact
with the pavement surface, the additionat normal
forces will be increased to compensate for the 1oss
of contacti however, the frictional forces generat,ed
on renewed contact nay not make up for the loss of
contact time. This inability to obtain as high a
level of friction as might be expected with renêwed
contact can occur because of the frictional linita-
tions of the pavement surface or because of destruc-
tive actions that occur at the tire-pavement inter-
face aÈ high-load, high-friction contacts. In such
cases, the tire or pavement is physically damaged
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Figure 4, Average loss of friction versus table frequency at nominal load of
400 tb.
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and causes the dissipation of energies that wouLd
have otherwise been used to stop the vehicle.

In addition to these probì-ems with stopping,
other probl-ems can arise because roadway roughness
can (and usually does) våry in each of the wheel-
tracks of a lane. When a vehicle brakes, these
differences in roughness in each wheel- path can
cause differences in the braking and sliding forces
that act on the vehicle. The final result is that
the vehicle ís exposed to different levels of fric-
tion on each side, which can cause a significant
safety problem. The effect of differential friction
has been studied (4), and the results show that the
situation can have a significant effect on a braking
vehicle and can cause a potential hazard to the
driving public.

Driver Response

A rough pavement can reduce friction, cause uneven
lateral and vertical forces, and do physical damage
to a vehicle. In any and all of these, the driver
may or may not be able to naintain control of the
vehicle and proceed safeJ"y. fn considering the
severity of the problem, one must break the probLem
into two parts to eval-uaÈe a driverrs response.
These tvro parameters are magnitude and frequency.
Magnitude wouJ.d represent the size of the bunp or
pothol-e, and frequency would represent the nunber of
burnps or potholes per second or ¿listance. When a
driver experiences a rough pavement, he or she must
correct for any effect it has on the vehicle. The
time it takes will be a function of the magnitude
and frequency. Variation of roughness in a trans-
verse and longitudinal direction adds to this prob-
lem. When a roadway requires steering inputs that
reach or exceed driver response time, then either
the driver must slow down, the roaal$ray nust be
improved, or safety witl be reduced.
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Vehicle SuspensiÕn

VehicÌe suspension also ptays a rofe ín the effects
of roughness on safety. Considerable research has
been done in this area, and several cornputer pro-
grams have been written to analyze theír relation
and deter¡nine hovr a vehicle with gÍven suspension
will react to various roadway geonetrics and verti-
cal and horizontal deviations. Besides conventional
considerations, frequency can have a major effect on
automobiles and trucks that can cause severe safety
problens. when roughness occurs at a repeated
amplitude and frequency, it can have two effects.
First, if the frequency is in phase with the vehi-
c1e, a rough road can seem to be smooth. Second, if
the roughness is out of phase with the naturaÌ
frequency, the roughness can be nagnified. This
phenomenon causes a problem when repeated upward
forces continually reinforce already existing,
upward forces of the vehicle. When this occurs, the
vehicle starts to nove up and down with the roadrday
in ever-increasíng movements until the car or truck
tires actually Ieave the roadway and become aír-
borne. This crow-hopping can cause numerous prob-
Iems associated with cornering, braking, and loss of
material from the bed of the vehicle. Long-bed
trucks that are 1íghtIy loaded are usually more
affected by this problênt however, passenger cars
can also find similar probJ-ems with roughness.

Roughness Related to Accidents

In general, loss of control, running off the road,
and hitting fixed or moving objects are the typical
types of accidents associated with rough roads and
do not need much further discussion. Another type
of accident, however, is less recognized but is
significant and can be attributed to rough road-
ways. This is the lost-load accident that occurs
when vehicles are bounced so much in clriving over a
rough road that they actually lose part of their
load, which falls on the roadway. After this
occL¡rs, the material lying in the roacl becomes a
serious hazard that can cause massive chain reaction
accidents on congested roadways. Besides loads
being lost, parts of vehÍcles can be lost, such as
chains, repair equipnent, boxes, tires, and other
such ¡naterial. There have also been repeated
occurrences of accidents where a tire has been
jarred loose and bounced down a roadway until it ran
or bounced over a ¡nedian wal-I into the path of an
oncoming vehicle, resulting in severe damage or loss
of life. Roughness can cause probtems not only with
the vehicle in question but atso with other vehicl-es
on the roadway. Therefore, other accident statis-
tics may have to be examined for an accurate safety
anal-ysis.

The probl-em of the lost-Ioad accident has been
around for many yearsi it wås probably first recog-
nized by pubfÍc safety personnel rather than engi-
neers. One department of public safetyrs disÈrict
com¡nander wrote in I97I to the superintendent of the
stâte and suggested vrays of improving the urbân
freeway system in the capital city. He wrote

...Our suggestion wouId, r{'ê admit, be quite
costLy, but in the interest of safety we feel it
is necessary. This suggestion is for the ptan-
ning of Èhe concrete surface of the present urban
freeway.....At the present time, as is well known
by anyone that uses this system, the surface is
so rough it literally shakes vehicles apart.
Heavy equipment, such as gravel trucks, r.¡hen
unloaded bounce down the freeway rather than
rolL....I am toLd that the City police Supervi-
sors have instructed their "motors" to stay off

1"1

the freeway, unless absolutefy necessary, because
of the hazard of riding at high speed on the
rough surface.

Although not an engineer, the com¡nander seemed to
identÍfy thè appropriate points and made a fair
assessment of the problem and its solution. How
many other roadr,rays in the united states have
si¡nilar problems that are familiar to the public
safety cornmunity but not to the engineering commu-
n ity?

CASE HISTORY

The Arizona Department of Transportation has ah.rays
been safety conscious. this is especially true for
a section of Interstate located withín the City of
Phoenix that is a six-lane concrete freeway wiÈh the
greatest traffic levels in the state.

In the 1970s, an increase began to occur in
wet-pavenent and lost-Ioad accidents due to a pol-
ishing of the portì-and cement concrete pavement
(PCCP) and an increase of pavement roughness due to
warping of the roadway from expansion of the con-
crete. Àn example of the increase in lost-load
accidents is shown in figure 5. this figure shows a
disproportionate increase of lost-Ioad accidents
with increase in traffic. It was later shown that
this increase in lost-Ioad accidents r,ras primarily
attributed to increased roughness. Figure 6 furÈher
shows that the heaviest periods of lost loåds v¿ere
not at the peak traffic hours but at moderate avêr-
age daily traffic (ADT) periods when traffic was
able to move at greater speeds. In fact, the peak
periods for Lost loads were at 11 a.rn. and 9 p.m.
Due to this Íncrease in lost loads, a section of
highway in this area was experimentally ground to

Figure 5. Traffic volume and lost-load accidenrs on l-17, milepost 195.0-210.0,
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Table 1. Before and after analysis of l-17 payement grinding,

Control
Sectiona

G¡inding
Sectionb

Black Canyon
Freewayc

Item No. Rate No.

Total accidents
Before
After
Chznge (7o)

Total irjuries
Befo¡e
After
Change (%)

Total fatalities
Before
After
Clûnee (%)

Dly pavement
accidents

Before
Afte¡
Chanse (%)

Wet pavement
accidents

Before
After
Chanee (%)

Total travel
Befo¡e
After
Change (7o)

\ryet pavement
travel

Before
After
Change (7o)

84 1.80d nO
278 4.83d 296
+231.0 +168.3 +74.1

32 0.69d 84
to4 1.81d 152
+225.0 +162.3 +81.0

1 2.15e 0
00e0
-100 -100.0 -

76 1.65d 151
252 4.50d 268
+231.6 +172.7 +77 .5

8 9.41d I 9
26 l7.l ld 28
+225.0 +81.8 +47.4

46.8s9 s3.79d
57.50d 64Jid
+22.7 +19.3

0.8s
1.52
+78.8

3.16d 876
4.6f 1846
+45.9 +1 10.?

1.56d 430
23id 704
+51.9 +63;7

1.74d
3.15d
+81 .0

0.85d
1.20d
+4t.2

o' 2 3.9ie
oe 5 8.54e
- +150 +1 15.1

deternine the effects of grinding on future reduc-
tion in accidents. This was done in hopes of reduc-
ing the lost-load-accident rate by snoothing the
roadvray and by decreasing wet-pavement accidents by
improving the skid resistance of the pavement.

The section selected for grinding was on Inter-
state 17 north-and-south-bound in alI three lanes
from nilepost 200.9 to 201.9. To conpare the ef-
fects of grinding, an unground control section of
conParable roughness, accident history, and ADT v¡as
selected on I-I7 frorn milepost 195.0 to 196.0. In
addition, the overall accident history for I-17 from
mil-epost f98.8 to 208.23 was aLso compared.

TabIè l- shows total dry and rdet pavernent acci-
dents for a two-year period before and after the
pavemênt grinding was co¡npleted. In all cases there
was a significant increase in alL types of acci-
dents. All of these increases were of a higher
percentage increase than the actual increase in
vehicular travel. Especially significant vras the
increase in wet pavement accidents. By using the
nethoclology developed elsewhere (5), it was found
that, during the before period, the pavement r.¡as wet
only 1.82 percent of the ti¡ne. During the after
period, the pavenent was wet 2.65 percent of the
tine for a 45.5 percent increase in the hours of wet
pavement. Wet pave¡nent accidents in both the con-
trol section and the entire freeway section were
significantly higher, but the ground section only
experienced approxinately the same increase as the
hours of $¡et pavenent. À better analysis can be
seen in Table l-, r¡hich shows the accident rates
based on miles of vehicular traffíc.

When wet-paveÍÌent accident rates were used as a
measure of the ground sectionsr effectiveness, the
ground section showed a 15.l percent decrease in
vret-pavement accident rate, however, the control and
the BIâck Canyon Freeway sections experienced fron
34.7 to 81.8 percent increases in wet-pavement
accident rates. If the ground section had not been
inproved, a conservative esti¡nate of 34.7 percent
increase in wet-pavement accidenÈ rate or 26.12
vret-pave¡nent accidents/Ioo million vehicle rniles of

2.86ð 8l I
4.29d 1698
+50.0 +109.4

1.64d
2.98d
+81 .7

I 9.39d 65 7.08d
16.47d l4B 9.s4d
-15.1 +127.7 +34.7

504.36d
585.31d
+16.0

0.98 9.18
1.70 1s.51
+73.5 +69.0

lI-tz, mileposts 195.0-196.0. !Rute o. nu-be. per million vehicle miles.
:I-l7,mileposts 2OO,g-2Ol.g. "Råteper t0Omillionvehiclemiles.
"Mileposts r 98.&208.23,

wet-pavenent travel would have been expected. This
rate translates into a total number of expected
wet-pave¡nent accidents of 45t or 60.7 percent more
than vras reported.

The table below reflects the change in antici-
pated accidents based on adjacent section accidents:

Accident Àctual Anticipated Significant Change
Type After After Difference (t)

47 19 -40
3r7 49 -15
364 68 -r9

The nunber of anticipated after accidents assu¡nes
thât the same percenÈage change in accidents would
have occurred on the treated section as occurred on
the adjacent control section [27 (after) - I]- (be-
fore)/11 = 145.5 percent increase on adjacent sec-
tionl. The reduction in wet and toÈal accidents by
calculating anticipatecl after accidents nas 40
percent and L9 percent, respectively. Thus, 68
percent tnore wet-pavement accidents and 23 percent
more total åccidents would håve potentially occurred
if the pavenent hâd not been ground.

The ride quality of this section of highway was
poor and the results on ride qual-ity before and
after grinding are shown ín Table 2. Arizona uses
the Mays ride meter and converts inches of roughness
into a ride index, which in Arizona is si¡nilar to
present serviceability index (pSI) but is based
solely on roughness and then correlated back to a
panel rating. A ride index of 2.5 or less is con-
sidered a terminal- fevel for ilesign, and the panel
rating indicated that a rating of 2.0 or less coul-d
produce an unsafe driving condition. The test
results showed that there was å major decrease in
roughness and major inprovements in ride quality
after grinding with diamond saws. The ride index
changed from poor to good after grinding on aLl

12
M

12 34 678
P

56
A

I 1011 12
M

Wet 28
Dry 268
Total 296

7 8 9 1011 127 2 3 4 5
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Table 2. Grinding section.

I3

Before ll19l76 Lftet 9130176 After 12122116 After 4ll2l77 After 1211118

Dtection Milepost-Milepost

Inches of
Rough-
ness/Mile

Inches of
Ride Rough- Ride
lndex ness/Mile Index

Inches of Inches of
Rough- Ride Rough-
ness/Mile Index ness/Mile

Inches of
Rough- Ride
ness/Mile Index

Ride
Index

No¡thbound Cente¡ lane

Right lme

Southbound Center lane

Right lane

200.00-200.87,unground 310.68
200.87-20l.9l,ground 267.47
200.00-200.87,unground 321.51
200.87-20l.9l,ground 314.49

200.00-200.87,unground 283.20
200.87-20l.91,ground 276.34
200.00-200.87,unground 293.72
200.87-201.91,ground 299.41

2.t4 346.21
2.43 166.2t
2.07 337.04
2.t2 t44.36

2.32 317.29
2.37 135.08
2.25 298.31
2.22 143.27

I .91
3.10 l 1ó.1 6
1.97
3.27 99.61

2.1.0 228.51
3.35 7 6.86
2.22
3.24 101.43

3 50.40
3.53 164.94

336.5 3
3.7 0 145.43

2.68 332.67
3.95 t26.71

309.s8
3.68 136.62

1.89 304.53 2.t8
3.1 1 139.48 3.3t
L98 302.93 2.19
3.26 144.85 3.27

2.07 279.50 2.35
3.43 108.72 3.60
2.15 282.t8 7.33
3.34 139.93 3.31

Table 3. Before and after analysis of lost-load acc¡dents.

Lost-Load Accidents Lost-Loâd Accident Rate

Location
Change

Before After (V")
Change

Before Afte¡ (%\
Change

Before After (V"')

Control section A-I-17, milepost 195,0-196.0
Grinding secfion-I- I 7, milepost 200.9-20 1.9
Black Canyon Freeway

46.85 57.50 +22.7
53.'19 64.17 +t9.3

504.36 585.31 +16.0

4
4

32

0.09
0.07
0.06

72
35

381

+l 700
+77 5

+l 091

1.25 +1289
0.55 +686
0.65 +983

sections and the friction level increased from a Mu
meter reading of 30 to 78.

Tests tr,ro years after grinding sho\.red that the
ground section had an average ride index of 3.4 as
compared with 2.19 for the unground control sec-
tion. This is a significant increase and, with
proper maintenance, there should be only a gradual
decrease in ride quality in the future. Note that
the roughness on all- sections changed in a cyclic
fashion with time. This was because the major cause
of roughness on this freeway was due to buckling or
warping of the concrete sl-abs with heating. During
the su¡nmer periods Èhe pavenent was much rougher
than durÍng the winter period on any given section.
This is an Ímportant factor to note in planning any
type of grinding or overlaying operation. The
reason for this is that the time of year can deter-
mine how effective grinding or srnoothing nay be. If
the grinding ís conducted during cotd periods when
the pavement is smooth, it ¡nay not eliminate much of
the roughness that wilI occur later when hot tem-
peratures are reached. fn ãddition, it is advisable
to beware of excessively harsh grinding to remove
high spots that, at a later date, may subside and
become 1ow spots. In addition to the planning
operation, consideration should be given to such
items as improving joints to avoid future buckling
or structural problems. Thus, the cause as well as
the result, must be addressed.

Table 3 compares lost-load accidents that have
been reported on the previousJ_y described three
sections of Interstate freeway. All sections re-
ported significantly higher nunbers and rates of
lost-l-oad accidents from the before to the after
periods. this significantly higher amount of tost-
Ioad accidents is êxplained partLy by the increase
in traffic, the increase in reportability of l_ost-
Ioad accidents due to the increased cost to the
motorist of these accidents, and the need to sub-
stantiate those losses to insurance companies.

Al-though Èhe data are linited, the control sec-
tion reported lower numbers of l-ost-Ioad acciclents
and lower rates of l-ost.-load accidents per mill_ion
vehicle niles of travel--51- percent lower than the
adjacent co¡nparative section of I-17.

Based on a comparison of the l-mile grinding

section of I-f7 on phoenix Black Canyon Freeway with
other sections of the Black Canyon Freeway, Àrizona
conservatively estinated that grinding of the con-
crete pavement had the following net êffects:

1. Reduction in wet-pavenent accident rate by
60.7 percent,

2. Reduction in the rate of lost-l-oad accidents
per million miles of vehicuLar travel by 51 percent,
and

3. Reduction in total wet-pavernent accidents
expected by 40 percent (i.e., 68 percent more acci-
dents would have occurred if the pavement had not
been ground).

The information developed in this study vras used
in developing a project to grind for safety a 6.3-
miLe section of the northbound, pCCp lanes on the
same highway in l-979. Better beneficial results
were found with this project than were anticipated
fron the test section studies. In the test section,
Èhe ride index improved from 2.I2 to 3.15 after
grinding; however, on the large 6.3-mi1e project
section, it was found that the ride index was im-
proved on a reported average fron 2.I4 to 3.55. It
is inÈeresting to note that on the 6.3-mile section,
additional- federal safety funds were nade available
for the grinding operation. This was reportedly the
first time such an operation had ever been eligibì-e
for safety funding. this is because of the Federal
Highway Adninistrationrs open attitude to inplement-
ing better techniques and systems and irnproving
safety practices via experíence gained fro¡n observ-
ing the performance on new methods, and also due to
Arizonars efforts to document the effects and bene-
fits of this technique. Due to Arizonars sÈudy, it
was shown that grinding of the 6-mile section of
silicious, polish-resistant pCCp woul-d produce
greater friction and a smoother ride, and thus a
safer surface. It is hoped that similar programs
that smooth pavements or increase their frictional
properties wiII also be eligibte for safety funding.

PLANNING SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS

As we havê seen, roughness plays a role in the
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safeÈy of a highvray and should be considered when
planning safety inprovernents and rehabilitation
strategies. In order to make the most use of this
information, the level and cause of roughness and
deterioration must be identified correctly. In
addition, the benefit to be derived from rehabili-
tating the roadway must be evaluated. Er¡aluation of
the benefit neans deternination of how snooth the
new roadway will be after the corrèctive actionr the
number of years the roadway wiII maintain its new
acceptable ride' the cost of the ímprovement' and
the additional safety areas that will be improved in
addition to srnoolhing the roadway. For the last
item, certain operations can also increase friction,
improve geometrics, and improve drainage. With
regard to life expectancy, engineers can better
predict this variable if a thorough pavenent evalua-
tion is made beforehand to identify the true cause
of roughness. The first factor of knowing the
prèsent condition can be done by use of various
pavement evaluation techniques or ride analysis.
There exists today several devices that can accu-
ratefy monitor and profile the pavement by using
accelerometers and peripheral computer equipment.
These devices can gi.ve an almost-true profile of the
pavement surface. Recently, additional- computer
programs have been developed not only to analyze the
profile of pavements but also to determine the
amount of material needed to be added or removed to
give the desired new profile. The programs are so
sophisticated they can also determine quantities and
costs if given the type of equipment and screed or
sensor ì-engths. This information is now available
on a project-by-project basis; however, these types
of devices and analyses are usually costly and are
not often used on a system approach or for prelini-
nary engineering where oftentimes the actual prior-
ity decisions are made. fn an effort to allow such
information to be used in priority programning, the
Arizona Department of Transportation recent)-y devel-
oped (6) an equation that is used in their pavenent
management system to predict what the new ride
quality will be after a pavement is overlaid with a
given thickness of asphaltic concrete. The equation
in use ís as follows:

RN = 65.29 - 0.78(RB) - 7.?6(rtÐ R2 = 0.938 (1)

where

RN = change in roughness one year foll,owing an
overlay by using Mays ride meter (in/hile),

TH = thickness of overlay (in), and
RB = roughness before overlay (in/nile).

Note, if calculated RN is less than 50, roughness
is equal to 50. In Arizonars work, it afso related
the Mays ride meter number in inches per mile to
slope variance (Sv) by the equation

SV = 3.819 x lo3(MAYS)1'56 R2 = 0.97

Thus, if a pâvement had a l,lays ride meter reading of
384 inlmile (ride index of l-.68, poor ride) and a
I-in overlay vras applied, then the calculation would
be as follows:

Rr¡ = 6S.Zg - 0.78(384) - 7.76(I\ or RN = -242.
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The Mays ride meter reading would then decrease 242
in from the original 384 in; thus, one year after,
the Mays ride meter reading would be 142 in/miIe
(ride Índex of 3.3r good ride).

This work was based on overì-ay data that ranged
from 0.75 in and up on a great number of overlays
throughout Arizonâ. This equation is currently used
in the Arizona Department of Transportation's pave-
nent managemenÈ system, which also predicts change
in roughness with time for any section of its entire
highway system. By using such a program, effective
priorities can be established. Other states, such
as CaLifornia, are now adding such decision-making
information to their pavement evaluation and manage-
ment systems.

CONCLUSION

The information in this paper has shor.rn that rough-
ness affects safety in nany ways and needs to be
considered in any evâluation of pavement safety.
Roughness can reduce the steering and braking forces
and significantly affect the controllability of a
vehicle. Washboard surfaces and repeated cyclic
undulations of the surface can cause significant
control problems and can shake a vehicle and cause
it to lose part of the Load it is carrying. Thus,
in addition to creating problems for the driver, it
may affect the safety of others in surroundíng lanes.

In establ-ishing the priority of corrective ac-
tions, the effects of road roughness on safety must
be considered. Besides evaluating present condi-
tions, the future condition and performance of the
pavement need to be analyzed. In evaluating bene-
fits of certain neasures, the value of other i¡n-
provenents derived from certain ì-eveIíng operations
needs to be addressed,

Further consideration should be given to allow
federal safety funds to be made available for i¡n-
proving road roughness, as this problem has a sig-
nificant impac! on highway safety,
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